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1. Background of the Project
The Rural Roads Improvement Project II (RRIP II) will rehabilitate about 1,200 kilometers
(km) of rural roads in ten provinces of Cambodia to Double Bituminous Surface Treatment
(DBST) paved condition. The rehabilitated roads will provide poor rural provinces with a safer,
cost-effective rural road network with all-year access to markets and other social services.
There are five key outputs in this project, namely: (i) rural road improvements; (ii) rural road
asset management; (iii) rural road safety and community awareness program; (iv) project
management support; and (v) connectivity improvements for Mekong River Islands.
For the first output of the project, ADB aims to improve rural roads to climate resilient paved
condition. Out of the twelve civil works contracts under this output, one will be a pilot
performance-based contract over a 5.5-year duration. This output also includes green
planting, and design and implementation supervision consulting services.
The Project will be implemented within a period of 6 years starting 2014 up to 2020.The MRD
is the Executing Agency (EA) for this project, and is responsible for engaging consulting
services and awarding civil works contracts. The Director General of Technical Affairs has
overall administrative oversight of the consulting services and civil work contracts, and the
Project Manager has responsibility for day-to-day operations.
The project has been categorized as “B” for environment and “C” for Involuntary
Resettlement (IR) and Indigenous Peoples (IPs) under the ADB’s Safeguard Policy
Statement Policy (SPS).
Paved rural roads will significantly benefit poor and physically isolated rural residents in the
provinces within the project area, including women, children and other vulnerable sectors of
the community. Local economic development depends on improved connectivity, and paved
roads reduce travel time, increase convenience, and make it safer for women and girls, and
the local people as a whole to travel farther from home to basic social facilities (i.e., schools,
health center and hospitals, markets, work place and commune office). Better social
assessments in the project areas during project design confirmed that there is no presence
of IPs in the project area.
Pyunghwa Engineering Consultants Co. Ltd in association with Katahira and Engineers
International was awarded the DDIS consulting services and the contract was signed on 29
December 2014. The consultants mobilized the Team Leader and Quantity/Cost Engineer
on 11 January 2015 and commenced the consulting services officially on 12 January 2015.
The consultants are responsible for detailed design, construction supervision,
implementation monitoring of contract packages 1 – 8, except 5, which is in the total road
length of 418 km under the ADB-financed sections, as well as project performance monitoring
and evaluation.
The CW1 bid as International Competitive Bidding (ICB) was advertised through the
newspaper and, MRD’s and ADB’s website on 21 January 2016. MRD had ADB’s no
objection to award the contract CW1 to Bidder No.5; JV of Xinjiang Beixin Road and Bridge
Group Co, Ltd and Beng Meng Group Co, Ltd on 21 July 2016. PMU had signed the Contract
with the Bidder No.5 for package CW1 on 9 September, and then the works had commenced
on 15 September 2016.

1.1

Scope of Work for KC12

The contract package of CW1 in Tboung Khmum province covers a total of nine roads with
a total length of 193.9 km, of which 178.00 km will be Continuously Reinforced Concrete
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Pavement (CRCP). KC12 (Trea-Kampong Treas) Road is one of the 9 roads included in
CW1. It has a total length of 16.84km. KC12 covers three communes namely: (i) Kampong
Treas, (ii) Prek Achi, and (iii) Trea commune in Krouch Chhmar district of Tboung Khmum
province.
The original design for KC12 is 5.0 meters width of the CRCP with a total length of 16.84km
from Trea commune to Kampong Treas commune. The local people/ villagers have
requested their respective communes and village leaders to widen the road by adding 0.5
meters on each side of KC12 or a total of 6.0 meters for total road width (see Appendix 2).
As mentioned by the commune chiefs, the local people/ villagers had proposed to have a
uniform width of the rural road of 6.0 meters width, the same as width as in adjacent roads
under the project.
The commune chiefs of the three communes within KC12 (Kampong Treas, Prek Achi and
Trea commune) further stated that road safety is another reason why the local people and
commune/ village leaders had proposed for the road widening because the 5.0 meter width
of the CRCP road is narrow, and very risky for the local people especially the children, women
and elderly using the road; those using bicycles and motorcycles. Widening the road from
5.0 meter to 6.0 meters could prevent road accidents as there will be extra space on both
sides. The commune councils submitted the request with thumb marks as a proof that indeed
they have requested for the widening the road’s width.

1.2

Contract Variation (Civil Works)

The original contract amount for CW1 (in USD) is $22,996,817.00, and there is an increase
amount of $12,489.39 for five items and covered contingencies for variation order No.1. The
variation No.1 of CW1 has been submitted on 7 August 2018 and ADB is waiting the DDR
report. Widening of KC12 is a part of VO No.1 which increased quantity of items in the
contract.

2. Purpose of the Report
This report provides information on the safeguard measures or steps done in the affected
communities along KC12 and the methodology used to assess the safeguard impacts such as
site visits, consultation meetings and observations. Information included in the DDR were
provided by the community request for road widening with thump print made by the local
people/ villagers as shown in Appendix 2. Minutes of the consultation meetings with the
commune leaders and villagers are also included in this report (Appendix 3).

3. Status of the KC 12 Road
The original design or scope of works for KC12 has a width of 5.0 meters for both sides. The
proposed is 6.0 meters for both sides or widening of 0.5 meters on each side. The length of
the road (KC 12) is 16.84 km.
See Appendix 1 for the cross-section of the original design and the proposed design.

4. Methodology Used for Impact Assessment
Before construction, site visit was conducted by DDIS consultant to assess the potential
impacts of the proposed widening of KC12. On the other hand, the commune/ village chiefs
also conducted consultation meetings with the local people, and the households along KC12
that will be affected by the widening of the road to 0.5 meters on each side of the road. The
local authorities were precisely instructed to collect and record all anticipated social impacts
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caused by construction works during road construction and submit to the PMU through PIU.
A subsequent consultation meeting was conducted on 26 February 2019 by PMU/SEO led by
Mr. Song Sophal, project manager together with participation of contractors, DDIS consultant,
local authorities and villagers to clarify/confirm the impacts. The detail of consultation result is
shown in the SEO report (see Appendix 3).

5. Consultation, Information Disclosure and Participation
Consultation meeting with people living along the project site and local authority who
requested for widening of 0.5m each side of the road for safety reason and site visit was
conducted on 26 February 2019. There are total of 42 participants of which 14 is female. During
consultation, SEO provided detail project information and explained of the project entitlement
under ADB funding. However, it was revealed that there is no resettlement impact resulting
from the proposed road widening since KC12 is an existing road with a large width for
improvement. Hence there is no resettlement impact or land acquisition from widening of the
proposed width 0.5 meters on each side of the road. The villager, and local authority
confirmed that there was no resettlement impact or land acquisition and they have no
objection at all to the project. In addition, during the consultation and site visit, no complaint
has been observed/received. Villagers met during the meeting also mentioned their
satisfaction to the project and thanking to the Government and donor for the achievement.
However, it is reported to the mission team that the road was cleared since 2010 by
installation of the electrical poles of EDC and some of fruit trees were cut and trimmed and
has nothing associated with the project nor widening proposal.
KC12 was proposed to pave with cement concret because the road section is in the flood
affected area. Most of sections were paved at the existing elevation where raising up the high
embankment is not required. Therefore, the resettlemnt impact is not a concerned issue.
All or 100% of the people/participants in the three communes are in favor of the widening of
the road in KC12, as they want the same width of the road as with the existing road adjacent
to KC12, to standardize or make it uniform with the adjacent road sections. The local people
perceived that the 5.0 meters width of a road is narrow, given the increasing number of
vehicles (motorcycles, trucks, cars and bicycles) being used by the local people and people
for adjacent communes. KC12 is a busy road as it covers 3 communes, and it is linked up
with the RRIP roads and it is used as a short-cut road to other areas.
The three (3) commune chiefs and village leaders affirmed the aforementioned findings
(decision of the people). A proof of the people’s willingness to widen the road to about 0.5
meters on both sides of KC12 is shown in the local authorities request for road widening.
Local people have no objection and in a strong will to donate assets/properties if they are
impacted by road widening without claiming for any kind of compensations.

Pictures of Consultation Meeting and Site inspection
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5.1 Grievance Redress Mechanism
All participants, during the consultation, are informed about grievance redress
mechanism1. SEO noted that local authorities and villagers well aware of the project
and understand the way how they can address complain in case they are affected.
The complaints and grievances will be reported to be easier to resolve at the village,
commune or district levels.
Complainants have the option of passing through three stages (described below)
before potentially being elevated to a court of law as a last resort.
-

First stage (commune level), an aggrieved Project Affected Households (PAH) may
bring his/her complaint to the commune leader. The commune leader will call for a
meeting of the group to decide on a course of action to resolve the complaint within
15 days. If complaint cannot be solved in commune level then it will be forwarded to
District level.

-

Second Stage (District level), the district office has 15 days within which to resolve
the complaint to the satisfaction of all concerned. If the complaints cannot be solved
in this stage, the district office will bring the case to the Provincial Grievance Redress
Committee.

-

Third Stage (Provincial Grievance Redress Committee, within 30 days of the
submission of the grievance to the Provincial Grievance Redress Committee a written
decision must be made and a copy of the decision sent to IRC, MRD and the PAH.

If the aggrieved PAH is not satisfied with proposed remedies developed by the Provincial
Grievance Redress Committee based on agreed policies in the RF, they can file complaints
to provincial court. If any party is not satisfied with the ruling of the provincial court, that party
can bring the case to a higher court.
1

GRM from the RF of RRIP-II was used to explain APs during the consultation. Four stages from
village to district, province, and finally to court as last resort.
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The GRM is the responsibility at the project level for issue that may arise during construction
while Accountability Mechanism of the ADB allows people affected by ADB-financed projects
to submit complaints to ADB. Participants were also reminded that they may address their
complaints and grievances directly to ADB CARM.
None of complaints have been reported by local authorities or villagers before and during
consultation. Villagers greatly appreciated the intervention of rehabilitation the road condition
to cement concrete. This would contribute a lot to enhance the connectivity and improve the
living condition of people along the KC12.

5.2 Impacts on the Indigenous People
There are no indigenous peoples (IPs) in KC 12. The project is Category C as per ADB
Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS), 2009. Of the 3 communes within KC12, one commune
(Trea commune) which covers about 1.0 km has Cham population. The Cham people are not
considered as IPs in Cambodia.

6. Conclusions
Site observations conducted by the safeguards team (SEO) have shown that no land
acquisition is required as the land covered by the road widening of KC12 (both sides) are
within available existing spaces and the road section is free from resettlement encumbrance.
The local people and the commune/ village leaders had proposed for the widening of the
road from 5.0 meters to 6.0 meters as this road is essential for transporting agricultural
products and other goods and for safety reason. It is noted that KC12 is a busy road and
many children go to school using bicycles and motorcycles. This will be favorable to the
children, women and the local people as a whole.
It is noted that fruit trees cut since 2010 by EDC project has nothing associated with this
project. Therefore, there is no land acquisition, resettlement impact, and IPs along the KC12.
The widening of KC12 is observed as an appropriate intervention and community satisfaction
has been met.
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APPENDIX 1:
Cross Section for KC12
The Original Typical cross section for 7m

The proposed Typical cross section for 8m
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Appendix 2:
Community Request for Road Widening
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Appendix 3:
Report on consultation with affected families from widening
the width of the Road-KC12
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Kingdom of Cambodia
Nation Religion King

Ministry of Rural Development
Rural Roads Improvement Projects II
Social and Environment Office

Attention : Project Director of Rural Roads Improvement Project-II
Subject : Report on consultation with affected families from widening the width of the road and
updated the list of affected families on the project road (KC12) of Rural Roads
Improvement Project II in Tboung Khmum Province.
According to the above subject, I am pleased to inform you that on 26 February 2018, Mr. Song
Sophal, Deputy Director General for Technical Affairs and Project Manager of RRIP-II, led the
PMU’s officers, PDRD’s officer and consultants to conduct a consultation meeting with 44 families
and local authorities along road KC12 in Village 3, Village 4, and Village 5. The project road
(KC12) is from Trea to Kampong Treas, in Prek Achi Commune, Krouch Chmar District, Tboung
Khmum Province.
I. The purpose of Consultation meeting
Mr. Song Sophal confirmed that the project road (KC12) is an existing road with large width,
so there is no resettlement impact before and during road construction. Technical officers,
project’s consultant, and local authorities regularly conducted a meeting to verify the impacts then
they informed community the road information, and distributed the Grievance Redress Mechanism
to local residents whether if they are unhappy or any complaint about road construction.
Checked and verfify the affected families from widening the road width 0.5 m both sides.
Since starting the construction of KC12 road, the Project Management Unit of RRIP-II and local
athorities never received any complaint concerning on resettlement or other social impacts.
II. Result of consultation with authorities and local residents and site inspection
- Local authorites (commune councils and village chiefs) was instructed to reguarly
checke and record all impacts caused by road construciton. None of complains or
impacts have been notified/obtained.
- Local resident living in village 3, 4 and 5 clarified that Some of fruite trees were impated
during the electricity pole installation in 2010 mady EDC. None of impacts are in
association with widening of Road KC12.
- Some trees can’t produce fruits anymore or nalturally died such as mango tree and
coconut tree ,so owners decided to cut it down by their own since before road
construction. They wanted to widen their front space of their houses and made on their
own dicision and nothing related to our road construction activities.
III.

Conclusion
- Local residents are satified and delighted after receiving the concrete road
- Local residents are in very storng will to donate all assets losed if affected and do
not need any kind ompansations
- SEO offiers will prepare the English report to Asian Development Bank (ADB)
Yours sincerely,

Issued in Phnom Penh, March 18, 2019

Signature

HANG SOPOLIK

List of Participants
Conusultation Meeting with Local Authorities and
affected households

No

Name

Sex

Position

Phone
Number

Signature

1

Long Soksay

M

villager

[Signed]

2

Leng Hor

villager

[Signed]

3

Bel Cheng

villager

[Signed]

4

Yaem Thon

villager

[Signed]

5

To Klem

villager

[Signed]

6

Bel Kunthey

villager

[Signed]

7

Hak Cheng

villager

[Signed]

8

Yun Sreypov

villager

[Signed]

9

Pek thaolim

villager

[Signed]

10

Kann Kun

villager

[Signed]

11

Khom Vanny

villager

[Signed]

12

Chorn Lor

villager

[Signed]

13

Hong Sreynin

villager

[Signed]

14

Chhea Chheang

villager

[Signed]

15

Porm Nat

villager

[Signed]

16

Heng Hong

villager

[Signed]

17

Pang Pan

villager

[Signed]

18

Vann Sok

villager

[Signed]

19

Lam Sam Oun

villager

[Signed]

20

Chhorn Chheng

villager

[Signed]

21

Khann Rorn

M

3th Village Chief

[Signed]

22

Lang Lam

M

3th Vice Village Chief

[Signed]
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Heng Health
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